Study the Effect of Silymarin and Vitamin C in Skin Aging Induced by UVB Rays on the Mice Skin Redox System
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Abstract

Background: Exposure of the skin against occupational hazards is growing every day. Many scientists are trying to identify aspects about the mechanisms of damages done to the skin by them. The skin is the second metabolism organ of the body where redox-dependent metabolic pathways overcome. By considering the UV index, Iranians are at high risk of UVB damage by generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) that leads to skin aging.

Objective: In this study, we discuss the effects of the UVB rays on redox system; evaluate and compare the protective role of Silymarin and Vitamin C against UVB-induced skin aging.

Method: Male Balb/C mice were divided into 6 groups of 6 mice: Silymarin, Vitamin C, Control, UVB exposed, UVB exposed treated with Silymarin and UVB exposed treated with Vitamin C. The inhibitory effect of Silymarin and Vitamin C for skin aging were determined by wrinkle formation, epidermal thickness and dermal inflammation. The anti-photo aging effects of Silymarin and Vitamin C have been assessed by SOD, GSH, GSH_PX and TAC kits.

Results: The flake in UVB irradiated groups was significantly different (P<0.05). The mean length of the wrinkle in UVB irradiated group very significantly increased (P<0.01) and the collagen reduction, increased in very high significant different in aged control group (P<0.001). The mean TAC in Vitamin C group increased very significantly high. (P <0.0001)

Conclusion: The results indicate that the Silymarin and Vitamin C have anti-photo aging effects suggested to use in anti-wrinkle, anti erythematous, anti-inflammatory topical cosmetics products.
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**Introduction**

One of the major signs of aging is skin aging [1]. The demonstration of aging appears in skin aging by increasing in wrinkling, sagging, and increased laxity of the skin [2]. Aging is a complex process influenced by both extrinsic and intrinsic factors [23] where they lead to the structural integrity and loss of physiological function [4]. Two major extrinsic factors are smoking and UV radiation [5].

As we know in chemical terminology every compound accepting electrons is an accident or oxidizing agent, like oxygen and in contrast a substance donating electrons is a reduction or reducing [6, 7]. The oxygen free radicals are known to scientists long ago. They can do different things from physiological regulatory functions to damaging the tissues [8]. Oxidative stress is the reason of the redox imbalance where it harms several tissues like skin. The ROS species are mostly production of mitochondrial electron transport chain. They are very reactive molecules that also can be the byproduct of some other chemical reactions like NAD (P) H oxidase and nitric oxide synthase [8, 9]. About 1.5 - 5 % of the consumed oxygen is converted into ROS by intrinsic procedures [10]. Reactive oxygen species generated as side products in the electron transport chain of the aerobic metabolism in the mitochondria known as a main intrinsic aging factor. Due to the nature of ROS species microorganisms must have Hemostasis under regulation by anti-oxidants system which contains glutathione (GSH), glutathione peroxidase (GSH_PX), super oxide dismutase (SOD), total antioxidant capacity (TAC) and low molecular weight anti-oxidants [11, 12].

The chronic redox imbalance is the result of alterations in antioxidant mediator’s activities which are existing in cell membranes and organelles and environment, it can lead to many diseases.

Like cancer, inflammation, neurodegenerative diseases, ischemia, natural aging, and many other conditions. Another example of redox imbalance is increasing in antioxidant in chronic wound fluid among to Edina [13].

Exposure to UV radiation is the primary factor of extrinsic skin aging also referred as to photo aging. The degeneration of the skin from UV radiation is a cumulative process and the rate of degeneration depends on the frequency, duration and intensity of solar exposure and the natural protection by skin pigmentation [14]. The melanin produced by melanocytes mostly accumulates in keratinocytes an acting as a natural sunscreen which protects the skin from UV rays, the melanin also has other functions either as regulatory effects on epidermal homeostasis and radical scavenging against oxidative stress [1, 15-21]. Sunlight induces photo aged skin that is recognized by rough wrinkles, depigmentation and telangiectasias [22, 23]. Sunlight is consisting of the persistent spectrum of electromagnetic waves that is divided into three main wavelengths; ultraviolet, visible and infrared. The range of UV radiation includes 200 to 400 NM wavelengths and for the visible light it Contains 400-700 nm. The additional divide of UV classifies the radiation into three sections which has different biological effects; UVA (320-400 nm) UVB (280-320 nm), and UVC (200-280 nm). The ozone layer obstacle the UVC from reaching the earth's surface, however accidental exposure can happen, like...
germicidal lamps. UVA & UVB radiation reach in adequate amounts and have significant biological outcomes to the skin and the eyes. Absorbance of UVB by the skin appears as erythema and burn and will lead to skin cancer [24, 25]. UVA is efficient at production of reactive oxygen species which can do damage to DNA via indirect photosensitizing reactions. Molecular reformation which causes by absorption of UVB in DNA produces specific photo products such as cyclobutane dimers and 6–4 photoproducts [26]. Silymarin as a good antioxidant is a flavonoid that is a production of fruits and seeds of the milk thistle (Silybum marianum L. Gaertn.) Extraction [27, 28]. This flavonolignan is a mixture of three flavonoids: silybin (silibinin- major and active component), silydianin and silychristin [29-31]. Silymarin is a safe plant for treatment of diseases that isn’t toxic even at higher physiological doses [32]. It also decreases the level of COX-2 that relates to carcinogenesis [33]. minimum effective dose of this plant can be used for maximum protective effect [34]. Oral administration of Silymarin inhibits inflammation and apoptosis of epidermis that leads to skin aging against UVB radiation; so it has a protective role in skin aging [35]. Vitamin C (Ascorbic acid) is a potent antioxidant that is derived from glucose via the uronic acid pathway. As a supplement it improves protection of the skin against sun damage [36]. The aim of the present study was to evaluate the protective role of Silymarin and Vitamin C against UVB induced skin aging in hairless mice.

Materials and Methods

Materials and reagents

Silymarin was purchased from EPO Istituto Farmochimico Fitoterapico S.r.l (Stadera 19 - 20141 Milano). Water soluble Vitamin C was purchased from Merck Bio-Chem Technology. Redox kits including ROS, SOD, TAC, GSH and GSH-PX kits were purchased from ZellBio GmbH (Germany). PHILIPS ULTRAVIOLET_B (UVB) lamps (220V_20W) were purchased from PHILIPS Company.

Animals and Treatment:

Six-week-old, male, Balb/c mice, weighed about 30±2g, were obtained and housed in a controlled room (25±2°C, 60% relative humidity, 12h light/dark cycle) with free access to water and standard laboratory diet without antibiotic. After an adaptation period (2 weeks) and any detection of abnormality, mice were randomly divided into 5 groups of 6 animals:

1. Silymarin control: gavage of 100 mg/kg. day for 4 weeks according to the previous study [37].
2. Vitamin C (Vit C) control: gavage of 40 mg/kg. day for 4 weeks according to previous study [38].
3. UVB exposed: exposed to UVB lamp 180mj-45min/cm². day in a special dark room for 30 days according to previous study [39].
4. UVB exposed treated with Silymarin: exposed to UVB lamp 180mj-45min/cm². day in a special dark room for 30 days followed by 100 mg/kg. day Silymarin gavage every day.
5. UVB exposed treated with Vit C: exposed to UVB lamp 180mj-45min/cm², day for 30 days in the special dark room, followed by 40 mg/kg. day Vit C gavage every day.


According to a study on the dosage of UVB; it didn’t cause any skin carcinogen up to 300mj/cm².

After the 4 weeks and hair removal (no inflammation) all animals euthanized by over dosing of xylazine-ketamine in a ratio of 3/1. Dorsal skin cultures and blood samples were purchased immediately.

H&E and Masson stain
The skins were fixed in 10% formalin 48h at room temperature and paraffin embedded afterwards. With H&E staining, skins were sliced into 4μm, dehydration of gradient ethanol and stained with hematoxylin and eosin.

Measurement of oxidative stress level
Serum samples were prepared after the centrifuge at 2000-3000 rpm. The levels of ROS, TAC, GSH, SOD and GSH-PX (GPx) in serum were detected with relative kits as reference. Serum TAC was measured using a commercial kit following the manufacturer’s protocol (ZellBio GmbH, Germany) on the basis of the oxidation. Measurement of serum GSH level was done with commercial chemical colorimetric assay kits (ZellBio GmbH, Ulm, Germany) using calorimetrically method at 412 nm. reduction colorimetric assay at a wavelength of 490 nm [40]. The kit method was based on the fact that SOD enzyme uses superoxide anion as substrate for conversion to hydrogen peroxide and oxygen; which is measured at 420 nm. Glutathione peroxidase (GPx) activity was assayed by using a commercial kit (ZellBio GmbH, Germany) based on the oxidation reaction of glutathione (GSH) [41].

Statistical analysis
All values are represented as means ± standard error (SE). Analysis of data was made by Shapiro-Wilk, Kolmogorov Smirnova, and ANOVA. Variance using the Tukey test was used to analyze the differences in the results; a P < 0.05 was considered significant.

Results
Clinical observation
Silymarin and Vitamin C decreased flake, wrinkle, erythema, edema and darkness levels.

Histopathological observation
Pearl creatinine, visiclean epidermis, per folliculitis, epidermal necrosis and intra infiltrating lymphocytes sebaceous gland have not seen in groups. The wrinkle has not seen in Silymarin, Vitamin C and UVB-treated with Vitamin C groups.

Serological observation
The maximum mean of SOD level has been detected in UVB exposed group.

The maximum mean of GSH level has been detected in Vitamin C treatment group that proves the antioxidant effect of this Vitamin.

The maximum mean of GSH_PX level has been detected in Silymarin treatment group that proves the antioxidant effect of this plant.

The maximum mean of TAC level has been detected in Vitamin C treatment group that proves the high antioxidant effect of this Vitamin.
Discussion

One of the most effects of UVB exposure is skin aging [42]. Food supplements have an important role in protection of skin against UVB damage [43]. Increase of ROS that induced by UVB can be induced oxidative stress in cells balanced by cellular antioxidant reactions such as GSH detoxification [43-45]. No effective drug has been discovered to reduce the speed of human aging. Abnormal body metabolism in the elderly produces free radicals that can be reduced by antioxidant components in plants and vitamins [46, 47]. Iran with an ancient civilization has deep experience to use plants in cosmetic science. It’s correct that regional condition in Iran pushed them to use the plant which grows in the mountains, desert or near the seas. Silymarin can grow there easily to use in skin protecting products. The photo aging and reduce wrinkles, dryness; it can also stimulate the proliferation of human keratinocytes, induce skin moisture [33-35]. Silymarin has a protective effect on cells against H2O2 as an antiaging effect [48] and increases total antioxidant capacity of cell extract [49]. Topical usage of Silymarin has protective effects against the ultraviolet ray on the skin [37]. In this study, we used male mice to assess the therapeutic effect of Silymarin extract and Vitamin C on photo aging, without considering factors such as hormone induced wrinkling of skin. The activity of antioxidant enzymes such as SOD, TAC, GSH, and GSH_PX against of free radicals decreases in aging [49]. Enhance of antioxidant activity is an effective way to delay skin aging [50]. As the nutrition plays a fundamental role, protecting the body from oxidative species in the body, we suggest that using of plants as beneficial nutritional approach.

Clinical observation

Evaluation of observation divided in 2 parts; personal observation & photography analyzing. Clinical Observations demonstrated that in the control group which treated with UV radiation wrinkle were increased, in comparison with normal group.

In continuing the UVB groups were treated with Silymarin and Vit C wrinkle was decreased. Also about the erythema we demonstrated the increase in UVB control group and decrease in UVB groups that have treated with Silymarin or Vit C in comparison to normal group.

All the dates were demonstrated in Figure 1d

Silymarin and Vitamin C wrinkle as compared to control group:

Evaluation with photography analyzing was done. The macroscopic wrinkle formation was observed in the dorsal skin of vehicle-treated UVB-irradiated mice in comparison to normal group; however, the oral administration of Silymarin extract or Vit C to UVB irradiated groups reduced wrinkle formation. To further evaluate the inhibitory activity of Silymarin extract and Vit C on wrinkles, replicas of the dorsal skin of the mice (Fig. 1b) were analyzed using an image J analysis system to quantify the rippling surface of the skin. The wrinkles in the UVB-treated vehicle group was significantly increased, as compared to the unexposed control group (Fig. 1a, b, c).
Comparison of personal clinical observations:

The personal observation demonstrates that Silymarine and Vit C reduced level of erythema, wrinkle, flake, edema and darkness in comparison to control group (Fig e-i).

Figure 1a

![Figure 1a Image]

Figure 1b

![Figure 1b Image]
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Personal Clinical observations chart

Figure 1c

Figure 1d
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Figure 1- Effects of Silymarin extract on UVB-induced wrinkle formation in hairless mice (a). Features of the dorsal skin of hairless mice were recorded and images of the backs of the mice. Replica images were taken from the dorsal skin of hairless mice after UVB-irradiation and treatments. (b & c) Analysis of the replicas for the effects of Silymarin extract and Vitamin C on UVB-induced rippling surface of the skin compared to control and vehicle groups. Comparison of personal clinical observation among the six groups (d). The separate comparison of personal clinical observations among groups is showed among (e-i).
Histopathological observation

Silymarin and Vitamin C inhibited the Increase in epidermal thickness and dermal inflammation

One of the most features in skin aging and inflammation is epidermal thickness. Therefore, we measured the effect of Silymarin extract and Vitamin C on changes in UVB-irradiated hairless mice. The epidermal thickness of the dorsal skin significantly increased after UVB irradiation group in comparison to normal group; however, Silymarin extract or Vitamin C gavage to UVB irradiated group inhibited the increase in epidermal thickness. (Fig. 2a) Also the wrinkle in UVB irradiated group increased in comparison to the normal group, but it decreased in UVB groups that have treated with Silymarin or Vit C in comparison to normal group. Collagen reduction decreased in Silymarine and Vit C treated group in comparison to control group. All the other data were demonstrated in figure (Fig. 2b&c).

Serological observation

As we mentioned to the role of UVB ray ROS increase induction; it can cause cellular damage by apoptosis. UVB, NF-kB as a redox-regulated transcription factor has some biological effects such as regulation of gene expression leading to the role of ROS as second-messenger molecules in signaling pathways [37]. So SOD, GSH, GSH-PX get into action in intramembrane space of cell into this pathway; SOD catalysis $O_2^-$ into H2O2 and GPX catalysis the H2O2 into H2O or non-harmful alcohols. GSH-PX is consist of GSH-GSH that can give two hydrogens to H2O2; therefore, we have two H2O molecules and GSSG which gets into GSH-PX by glutathione reductase. Total anti-oxidant capacity (TAC) increases by anti-oxidants such as Silymarin and Vitamin C and scavenges the free radicals hence the level of TAC will decrease (Figure 3).

- After calculating the mean activity of the enzyme in groups for doing parametric tests the Shapiro Wilk test was done. The results showed normal distribution of SOD & GSH-PX enzymes; but the $P <0.0001$ was considered for TAC in treating with Silymarin. So that the Kolmogorov-Smirnova test was assessed and the significant difference observed. The ANOVA test assessed for SOD, GSH and GSH-PX enzymes followed by Tuky’s test for TAC enzyme that resulted there was a significant difference between UV irradiated and treated by Silymarin group. I.e. Vitamin c increases the anti - oxidant level more than Silymarin. The significant difference in vitamin c anti-oxidant activity level among tested enzymes is TAC. In combination conditions the presence of vitamin c decreased the anti-oxidant activity level more than Silymarin that could be a proof of the scavenging and anti-oxidant activity of vitamin c defused the ROS spices produced by UV. Hence the difference between vitamin c and Silymarin in combination activity may not be the result of the more potency of vitamin c, so more investigations, compare these two anti-oxidants should be done harvesting the more potent anti-aging nutrition. It can be suggested that the comparison of different dosing of Silymarin and alteration in formulations to change the observance may become. (Figure 4 a,b,c,d).
Figure 2a- Skin samples were purchased and stained with H&E as described in Material and methods.

Figure 2b- All the data’s of histopathological observations of skin after H&E stain.
**Figure 2c** - Comparison of pathological observations demonstrate the significant difference (P<0.05) between groups as the effects of UVB radiation in skin aging.

**Figure 3** - Activation of anti-oxidant enzymes, After induction of ROS by UVB irradiation. $M^{\text{OX}}$: Oxidative materials such as D-galactose, $M^{\text{red}}$: Reductive materials such as Silymarin & Vitamin c
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**Figure 4a**  
P<0.080

![Figure 4b](image2.png)  
**Figure 4b**  
P<0.266
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**Figure 4c**  
P<0.483
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**Figure 4d**  
P<0.000

**Figure 4- Measurement of mice blood serum Redox index.**  
Blood serums were detected by reagent kits a: The effects of Silymarin and Vit C on the changes of SOD activity  
b: The effects of Silymarin and Vit C on the changes of GSH activity  
c: The effects of Silymarin and Vit C on the changes of GSH-PX activity d: The effects of Silymarin and Vit C on the changes of TAC activity.  
TAC values are presented as the mean ± standard deviation (n≥3) *P<0.05

In this assay, GPX activity unit was considered as the amount of the sample that will catalyze decomposition of 1 μmol of GSH to GSSG in one minute.  
SOD activity unit was considered as the amount of the sample that will catalyze decomposition 1 μmol of O₂⁻ to H₂O₂ and O₂ in one minute.
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